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FADE IN: 

SWAT KATS. The Bad] ca I Sanadron 
"The Origin Of Ot. VipeL" 

(11-Minute Script) 
(H00586-94024) 

INT. REFLEX ROOM - DAY /DRAMATIC ANGLE - ON SWAT KATS 

EERIE MOOD MUSIC as the SWAT KATS are moving furtively 
through a dimly lit metal corridor . .. then suddenly a mass of 
HIDEOUS METALLIC TENTACLES SWING DOWN TOWARD them . 

CLOSER - SWAT KATS 

Assuming a heroic pose, T-Bone RAISES his GLOVATRIX to FIRE 
some mini-TURBOBLADES at the tentacles. Razor is A BEAT 
BEHIND. 

OTS - T-BONE AND RAZOR - ON TENTACLES 

As T-Bone' s turbo-blades sever three tentacles and Razor's 
sever two. Now that the path is clear, T-Bone grins as the 
duo start to run down the corridor with T-Bone in the lead . 

ON T- BONE - RUNNING TOWARD CAMERA 

.:i.s a circular ball LOWERS FROM THE CEILING ( IN FOREGROUND) 
and gun barrels CLICK out . The ball revolves as T-Bone 
REACTS. 

REVERSE ANGLE - OT$ T-BONE AND RAZOR - ON LASER BALL 

The whirling ball's gun barrels begin SPRAYING LASER BLASTS 
TOWARD T-Bone, who drops to his belly and rolls to avoid 
them. Razor hits a button on his Glovatrix, as a SHIELD 
snaps out to block the LASER FIRE . 

DRAMATIC DOWN SHOT - ON T-BONE 

Rolling, he points his Glovatrix upward and FIRES his CEMENT 
MACHINE GUN, sending globs o s . 

ANGLE - LASER BALL 

As the cement bursts CLOG UP the gun barrels, hardening and 
stopping the LASER BLASTS . The ball stops revolving . 

WIDEN SHOT 

As we see Razor, with the shield, move past T-Bone, who gets 
to his feet and follows . 
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DRAMATIC ANGLE - A DARKENED CORRIDOR 

The swat Kats are now side by side as there's a SOFT HISS 
from a panel opening . A flame thrower nozzle emerges. A 
BURST OF FLAME ROARS out at the Swat Kats. T-Bone dives 
under it, as Razor blocks the flame. The Swat Kats roll 
o . s. 

OTS SWAT KATS - MOVING 

As they roll and go into a run, through the doorway . 

CLOSER - SWAT KATS 

They halt and hold up their wrists, tapping their wrist 
monitors . 

INSERT SHOT - WRIST MONITORS 

T-Bone's has a digital READOUT: 2350. Razor's reads : 2345 . 

T-BONE (VOi 
I'm five points ahead, buddy . 

PULL BACK to Razor REACT . 

RAZOR 
We're not out of the Reflex Room 
yet, pal! It's the final score 
that counts ! 

·:::::-£ - REFLEX ST.ZI.IR ROOM (VIDEO GAME-TYPE OBSTACLE COURSE) 

The Swat Kats start running up the stairs to the next level 
There they grab a hanging steel cable and start to rope 
climb with just their arms, keeping their legs horizontal . 
They leap onto another platform which starts to tilt to an 
incline as the Swat Kats race up it . Metallic BARRELS start 
to roll down toward them from an opening above the platform . 
Razor leaps over the barrels 

ON T-BONE - MOVING 

As he just manages to jump over a barrel, another comes 
tov,ard him. He hits a button on his GLOVATRIX as an 
extension BUZZSAW comes out . T-Bone SAWS through the 
barrel, which falls in two before it reaches him . T-Bone 
hurries up the incline . 

ON THE TOP OF THE INCLINE 

Razor leaps over a final barrel, and T-Bone BUZZSAWS through 
it. They both run into the doorway from which the barrels 
came from. 
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WIDE THE SWAT KATS - IN SPIKE ROOM 

The Swat Kats grab hanging cables and swing over a floor 
full of spikes toward an open doorway on the far side. A 
metal door is descending, rapidly closing the opening . PUSH 
IN CLOSER as Razor lets go of the cable and does a graceful 
somersault through the narrowing doorway. T-Bone releases 
the cable and dives through the now two foot high doorway on 
his belly. 

T-BONE 
Oof ! 

The metal door SLAMS shut and we see written on it : LEVEL B, 
as we. 

EXT. MEGAKAT BIOCHEMICAL LABS - DAY 

PUSH IN as we hear : 

INT. U\B - DAY 

DR . ZYME (VOi 
Now to find out if our. 

DISSOLVE TO : 

we see DR. N . ZYME (See "The Giant Bacteria" Episode from 
'93' holding a beaker labeled VIPER MUTAGEN 368 . DR. ELROD 
PURVIS, a small, weaselly looking scientist is standing next 
to a long stemmed red rose . 

DR. ZYME (CONTI 
.. regenerative mutagen really 

works . Sever the stem, Purvis . 

CLOSER - PURVIS AND ROSE 

As the scientist pulls out some gardener's clippers and 
SNIPS the rose from the stem . 

DR . PURVIS 
You really think the viper 
extract is the key, Dr. Zyme? 

Zyme ENTERS, taking an eyedropper full of fluid from the 
beaker. 

DR. ZYME 
If snakes can grow back their 
tails, why shouldn't our 
reptilian formula stimulate 
rapid regeneration in plants? 
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/ CLOSER THE STEM 

As the dropper PINGS a drop of fluid on the stem. HOLD A 
BEAT as the stem begins to SHUDDER. . then a closed ROSE BUD 
grows back at the end. PULL BACK to see Zyme and Purvis 
REACT. 

DR. PURVIS 
(GASPS) It work s ! 

DR. ZYME 
Yes, Purvis Just think of the 
benefit to katkind. 

RIPPLE DISSOLVE TO : 

ZYME' S VISION - A FOREST OF CHARRED TREES 

On a burned hillside 

DR. ZYME (CONT) (VO) 
Viper Mutagen 368 will be able 
to restore forests that have 
been burned to the ground 

MATCH DISSOLVE TO, 

THE SAME HILLSIDE 

Now covered with lush green forest . 

X-DISSOLVE TO, 

ZYME ' S VISION - FIELD OF WILTED CORN 

DR. ZYME (CONTI (PARTIAL VO) 
Devastated fields of crops will 
grow again , feeding millions 

MATCH DISSOLVE TO, 

THE SAME FIELD 

But now full of healthy corn , the golden ears burst ing out 
of the husks . 

RIPPLE DISSOLVE BACK TO, 

INT. L/1.B - ON DR . ZYME 

PULL BACK to see Purvis touching the beaker as Zyme pats him 
on the shoulder . 
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Zyme moves o . s . 

DR ZYME (CONTI 
And I couldn 't have done il 
without you, Purvis! All these 
years of research ar-e (inally 
paying off 

OR . PURVIS 
But how do they pay off for us? 

ANGLE - .'A. DESK WITH PHONE 

As Zyme moves to the desk and reaches for the phone , turning 
back toward Purvis with a smile . 

DR . ZYME 
we· 11 be famous . ( into phone) 
Mayor Manx, please . 

ON PURVIS 

He scowls as he runs his finger along the beaker . 

DR . PURVIS 
{sot to} 

Famous ... I'd rather be rich 

SX':' . CITY HALL - DAY 

?"JSH IN on Manx' s window as we hear a SPEAKER PHONE : 

DR. ZYME (VO) (OVER SPEAKER) 
I wanted you to be the first to 
hear about the success. 

INT. MANX' S OFFICE 

CLOSE ON the SPEAKER PHONE on Manx' s desk 

DR. ZYME (VO) (CON'!') (OVER SPEAKER) 
... of our plant growth formula . 
After all, Mayor Manx. 

·:1e PULL BACK to see M.l-1.YOR MANX is lining up a putt toward 
his portable green . 

DR. ZYME (CON'!') (VO) (OVER SPEAKER) 
. .. it was '.::l.Q..Y.l;:: grant to the lab 
that paid for this research . 

'.1/e see CALLIE BRIGGS, leaning on the desk, watching as Manx 
gives her a grin . 
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MANX 
So it was. 

ON MANX AND CALLIE 

MANX (CONTI 
.. then I guess you' 11 be 

calling it the Manx formula , eh 
Zyme? 

Callie rolls her eyes. Manx is grinning as he's about to 
shoot for the green. 

DR . ZYME (VO) (OVER SPEAKER) 
No, it· s called Viper Mutagen 
368 . 

MANX 
What?! 

Manx hits the ball . It misses the hole . 

INT . MEG . .\KAT BIOCHEMICAL LAB ON ZYME 

He's talking into the phone . 

DR . ZYME 
Why don't you come over and see 
the results of our research? 

PAN OVER to a glowering Purvis at the lab table. He looks 
at the beaker. 

DR . PURVIS 
{ sot to l 

A formula like this would be 
worth millions to the right 
bidder ... and that fool Zyme' s 
going to give it away to the 
city . 

INT . CITY HALL/MANX' S OFFICE - DAY 

Manx has now 1 ined up a putt even he. can't miss. He's three 
inches from the hole. He REACTS. 

MANX 
Come over now? I 'm very busy . 

Manx sinks the putt and grins . 

DR . ZYME (VO) (OVER SPEAKER) 
First thing in the morning, 
then? 
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M~'lnx, s grin fades as the golf ball automatically pops out of 
the hole and rolls to his feet . 

MANX 
Saturday's usually my mot·ning 
for golf .. but I guess I can 
stop by early . 

ANGLE - CALLIE AT DESK 

She REACTS as Manx ENTERS . 

MANX (CONTI 
And I' 11 bring Deputy Mayor 
Briggs with me . 

DR . zyME I VO I I OVER SPEAKER I 
I' 11 look forward to seeing you 
both . 

Callie punches off the speaker phone, rolling her eyes . 

CALLIE 
Saturday is usually Im!. morning 
to sleep in . 

Manx Just grins and moves o . s . , as we . .. 

CUT TO , 

IKT. REFLEX ROOM/LEVEL B - DARK CORRIDOR WITH PAINTED CITY 
SILHOUETTE 

The Swat Kats move cautiously down the corridor . Nearby are 
crates, oil barrels and trash cans. Another corridor 
stretches off like an alleyway . 

ANGLE - T- BONE 

As a cardboard cutout of DARK KAT pops up. T-Bone BLASTS 
him with a TURBO-BOOMERANG (jet powered) from the Glovatri x. 
It WHOOSHES toward the cutout, SMASHING it in two, then 
ZOOMS back into T-Bone' s hand . He reloads it into his 
Glovatrix arm sheath with a CLICK . Then T-Bone glances at 
the wrist monitor on his other arm. 

CLOSE - T-BONE' S WRIST MONITOR 

1t1e see the score go from 3000 to 3500. 
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ON RAZOR MOVING DOWN STREET 

There's a noise in the alley. Razoi.- strikes a dramatic pose 
with his Glovatrix aimed as a cutout of the LITTLE OLD LADY 
(see Models) pops up. Razor holds his fire and moves on as 
he glances at his wrist monitor. 

CLOSE - RAZOR'S MONITOR 

He goes from 2995 to 3495 . 

BACK TO RAZOR - MOVING PAST THE ALLEY 

When suddenly a cutout of THE PASTMASTER pops up from a 
trash can. Razor whirls and BLASTS him with MINI-OCTOPUS 
MISSILE that RIPS the cutout right out of the can . 

OTS A WINDOW - LOOKING OUT AT T-BONE 

.i\s a cutout SPRINGS UP from FOREGROUND (it's Manx , but we ' re 
seeing it from the back . ) T-Bone whirls and FIRES his 
TURBO-BOOMERANG . 

REVERSE ANGLE - OTS T-BONE - ON MJ>.NX CUTOUT 

.i\s the Turbo-boomerang WHOOSHES off the cutout's head . 
Razor approaches from the side and REACTS. 

ANGLE - T- BONE 

T-BONE (VO) 
.h.w, crud! 

V,'ho REACTS, catching the boomerang in his hand, as Razor 
ENTERS, jerking a thumb toward the window. 

RAZOR (CONTI 
(chuckles) Looks like Megakat 

City is gonna need a new Mayor . 
That's an automatic Game Over . 

There's a LOUD "GAME OVER" -type VIDEO-GAME BEEPING as T-Bone 
holds up his wrist monitor . 

CLOSE - WRIST MONITOR 

The BEEPS CONTINUE as we see the DIGITAL READOUT: "INNOCENT 
BYSTANDER TERMINATED . GAME OVER! " 

WIDEN SHOT - TO INCLUDE T-BONE AND RAZOR 

Razor pats T-Bone' s shoulder. T-Bone angrily CLICKS the 
boomerang back into his Glovatrix. 
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RAZOR 
Guess I win. 

T-BONE 
Big deal. It ' s just a training 
exercise, Razor. 

T-Bone stalks off . 

ANGLE - AN ALLEY OOORWA Y 

As T-Bone pushes it open and storms out, daylight floods the 
Reflex Room alley (kinda like when you open the EXIT door of 
a dark movie theatre . ) A BEAT and Razor follows . 

T-BONE (CONTI 
Not the real thing . 

RAZOR 
It's always a big deal when ~ 
win . 

INT . BRIGHTLY LIT HANGAR - CONTINUOUS 

~~e see the EXIT door of the Reflex Room is in a cave wall
type corner of the hangar . T-Bone glares at Razor . 

T-BONE 
Want a rematch? 

RAZOR 
Two out of three? 

T-BONE 
You're on 

The duo re-enter the Reflex Room as the door HISSES closed 
behind them, and we . 

CUT TO , 

EXT. MEGAKAT BIOCHEMICAL - NIGHT 

PUSH IN on a lit hallway window high in the building . 

DR . ZYME (VOi 
Are you coming, Purvis? 

UJT. HP..LLWJ!..Y - NIGHT 

We see Zyme, holding his briefcase, as he pushes the 
elevator button. Purvis shakes his head, pointing down the 
hall. 
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DR , PURVIS 
You go on ahead. I want to tidy 
up my office before the Mayor 
arrives . 

OTS PURVIS - ON ZYME AND ELEVATOR DOORS 

The elevator arrives with a PING . Zyme gets in , s mi lin g . 

OR . ZYME 
Well, see you in the morning 
then. And congratulations . 

. . . reaching out to shake Purvis' hand. Then he pus h es th e 
inside elevator button as the doors close . Zyme tur n s a way, 
wringing his hands with anticipation . 

DR . PURVIS 
What an idealistic fool . Now ' s 
my chance . 

_;NGLE - TOP SECRET L.l:1..8 DOOR 

. .=:..s Purvis reaches the door and starts to enter, grinning . 

::::--JT. LOBBY OF MEGAKAT BIOCHEMICAL 

The elevator doors open and Zyme strides out past a guard 
desk where a uniformed SECURITY GUARD (SMITTY) is on duty 

DR . ZYME 
Goodnight, Smitty. 

SMITTY 
'Night, Dr Zyme. 

CLOSER - DR. ZYME 

As he pats his shirt pocket . 

DR . ZYME 
Darn, I forgot my reading 
glasses. 

Zym<= :-.urn around as we, CUT TO: 

It:':'. Lh.B H.!..LL'.'J.i\'{ - NIGHT 

The elevator doot:s PING open as Dr . Zyme emerges and starts 
down the hall toward his office . 

ON THE TOP SECRET LAB DOOR 

---As Dr. Purvis walks out, carrying the beaker of Viper 
Mutagen and a sheaf of notes. 

10 
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I DR. ZYME IVOI 
Pu1·vis ! 

Furvi~- whitlcJ and REACTS. 

PURVIS' POV ON ZYME 

Coming down the hallway TOWARD CAMERA, pointing an accusing 
finger. 

.:l.NGLE - PURVIS 

DR . ZYME (CONT) 
Where do you think you' re going 
\vith that? And what are you 
doing with my notes? 

Who starts to 1·un down the hall toward a door marked : EXIT . 

DR . PURVIS 
I'm taking the formula, Zyme. 
It's going to make me rich! 

HOLD BE . .::..T as Zyme RUNS AFTER HIM from FOREGROUND. 

DR . ZYt,:E 

2?.;..:.:.::.:~rc .~J!GLE - OTS ZYME - TRACKING WITH HIM 

11 

.:..s Z;{me pushes through the EXIT doorway and finds himself on 
a deserted landing He looks down the stairwell . 

Zym1;; ·,:n I RLS . 

DR. ZYME (ECHOING) 
Purvis~ 

DR . PURVIS 
Right behind you, Zyme ! 

HIS POV - ON PURVIS 

P..s the EXIT Door swings closed, we see Purvis was hiding 
behind it. Now his FIST is coming RIGHT TOWARD CAMERA, 
?ILL!NG IT! There's a VJHAP. 

or; s:-.:..rR·1:E!.,L ',i.:'..LL 

;..s ~:.. Zy::;e 'r' :UMPS bcl.ckward into i.t ;11.d ·rumples, Dr. Purvis 
hu.n:.ie:, past. irJe HEAR echoing FOOTSTEPS down the stairs . 

DR. ZYME 
Oof! (weakly) Stop ... Purvis . 
you . . . treacherous .t..hi..e.f. ~ 
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The helpless Zyme accents his words with a helpless kick 
tlhlt causes his briefcase to fall over the stairwell . 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - STAIRS HEADING DOWNWARD 

Dr. Purvis grins as he runs down them. 

DR . PURVIS 
Nothing can stop me now! Oof ! 

The briefcase DROPS IN and hits the step in front of Purvis . 
He trips over it and falls forward . There's an o . s . CRASH. 

DRAMATIC DOWN SHOT - NEXT LANDING 

Purvis is sprawled on his h ands and knees . The bro k en 
beaker is nearby . Zyme' s notes are scattered on the stairs . 
h1e see SPL.r..SHES of formula on the landing walls and Purvis 
is drenched with the stuff . He looks upward , glaring . 

DR . PURVIS (CONT) 
Now look what you made me do ! 
But don ' t worry , I'll just use 
your notes to whip up another 
ba .. ba ... batch! 

.then his face starts to twitch . 

CLOSER - PURVIS 

ne twitches and spasms . In a moment, he's 
:notion less .. . sprawled on his back on the landing . 

DR . PURVIS (CONT) 
Arrggh .... ahhhh ..... mph! (WEAK 
EXHALE) 

DRAJl'LATIC UP ANGLE - ON DR . ZYME 

Leaning over the stairwell from the upper landing , he loo k s 
down in shock. 

DR . ZYME 
(GASPS) Purvis? 

DISSOLVE TO , 

INT. LANDING OF STAIRWELL - LATER THAT NIGHT 

12 

CLOSE ON S~EETED STRETCHER as its being carried . We see Dr . 
Purvis' tail drop out from under the sheet. 
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DR. ZYME (VOi 
(still in shock) 

. he was planning to steal the 
formula, Commander. 

PULL BACK to see two ENFORCERS carrying the stretcher down 
the stairs. On the landing, COMMANDER FERAL writes in a 
notebook as Dr. Zyme points to the spill marks on the 
landing wall. Smitty the guard is next to Zyme, providing a 
steadying arm. 

CLOSE - FERAL 

DR . ZYME (CONT) 
When it all spilled on him, the 
shock to his system must have 
been ... too great . 

FERAL 
It wasn't your fault, Dr. Zyme 

As he flips the notebook shut . 

FERAL (CONTI 
His own greed did him in 

DISSOLVE TC , 

INT. MEGAKAT CITY MORGUE 

CLOSE ON Purvis' motionless foot sticking out from 
underneath the sheeted slab with a toe tag reading : ELROD 
PURVIS, D.O.A. PULL BACK to see the slab is sticking out of 
a wall of morgue lockers (See Tremblays drawing . ) Purvis' 
tail is sticking out too . Suddenly the tail begins to 
twitch. So does the sheet . With CRUNCHING SFX, the tail 
starts to transform. 

CLOSE- THE HAND 

It BUBBLES and TRANSFORMS with CRUNCHING SFX as VIPER'S 
CLAWS SNAP OUT . ( See Tremblays drawing l 

Jl..NGLE - THE SHEETED SLAB 

With a RIP, a CLAWED FOOT tears out of the sheet . The tail 
is now Viper's tail~ (See Tremblays drawing.) 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - vJALL OF MORGUE 

vJe see in DRAMATIC SHADOW, the transformation of Purvis into 
Viper. ( See Tremblays drawing . ) The shadow grows and 
becomes more menacing as we CUT TO: 
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EXT. MORGUE HALLWAY 

A white suited MORGUE ATTENDANT is moving down the hall , 
eating a sandwich. He suddenly stops and REACTS to o . s . 
SLITHERING sound. It's coming from the closed: MORGUE door . 

ATTENDANT 
(MUNCHING) What the. ? 

INT. MORGUE - ON DOORWAY 

As it opens and the attendant peers in. There's an o . s . 
HISS as the attendant· s eyes go wide in fright . He he dro p s 
the sandwich and SCREAMS. 

VIPER (VO) 
(MENACING HISS) 

ATTENDANT 
Yaaaaaah ! 

DISSOLVE TO , 

EXT. STREET IN FRONT OF MEGAKAT BIOCHEMICAL - NIGHT 

In the FOREGROUND of the street we see a manhole lid start 
to rise. 

INT . LOBBY OF MEGAKAT BIOCHEMICAL - NIG HT/ON SMITTY'S DESK 

Smitty is reading a KAT KOMM.ANDO comic with a lurid GIANT 
OCTOPUS on the cover . We hear an O . S . SLITHERI NG SOUND . 
Smitty looks up . 

SMITTY 
Anybody there? 

SMITTY 'S POV 

The lobby is empty . 

BACK TO SMITTY 

He shakes his head and goes back to his comic . 

SMITTY 
These comics must be get tin ' to 
me. 

LOW ANGLE - CORNER NEAR ELEVATORS 

There's another LOW HISS as we see Viper ' s tail slither 
around the corner near the bank of elevators , and we ... CUT 
TO , 
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INT. TOP SECRET LAB - NIGHT 

or. Zyme, holding his forehead, is at his desk . He 
straightens up some papers on his desk. 

DR . ZYME 
Poor Purvis . 

ON THE ' DEMO' ROSE - IN FOREGROUND 

Dr. Zyme APPROACHES the pretty rose 

DR . ZYME (CONT) 
Helping kat k ind just wasn't 
enough for him . 

ANOTHER ANGLE - DR . ZYME AND ROSEBUD 

He REACTS as the rosebud opens to reveal an ugly mutated 
core, like a mottled venus flytrap with sharp , moving fangs 
and a forked tongue . 

CLOSE - ZYME 

DR . ZYME (CONT) 
Oh no ! It ' s mutated! That 
means the formula is worthless! 

He looks shocked. 

DR . ZYME (CONT) 
And to think Purvis perished for 
nothing . 

LOW ANGLE - TELEPHONE ON DESK 

As Zyme' s hand REACHES IN to pick it up. 

DR . ZYME (CONTI (VOi 
I'd better tell the Mayor not to 
come 

WIDEN SHOT - ON ZYME WITH PHONE 

As he REACTS to : 

DR . PURVIS/VIPER (VO) 
You won't be telling Manx 
anything, Zyme ! 

An amazed Zyme turns and peers into the shadows . 

DR . ZYME 
W-who' s there? 

15 
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OTS OR. ZYME ON THE SHADOWY CORNER OF THE LAB 

As a figure moves out of the darkness, toward Zyme , who's 
still holding the phone. It's DR. VIPER! 

DR. ZYME (CONTI (VO) 
( in disbelief) 

Is that .. is that you, Purvis? 

DR . PURVIS/VIPER {PARTIAL VO) 
Not anymore . Just call me 
Viper ... Doctor Viper! 

OTS VIPER - ON ZYME 

16 

Zyme SCREAMS and swings the phone receiver as Viper ' s cla wed 
hand REACHES in to CRUSH it to dust 

DR . ZYME 
Yaaaaah ! Keep away! 

VIPER IVOI 
Don't you want to work with me 
anymore, Dr . Zyme? 

Dr . Zyme runs o . s. 

DRAMATIC .?\NGLE - ZYME RUNNING FOR THE DOOR 

.Zl.s Viper's tail SNAKES IN to grab him around the waist in a 
crushing grip . Viper follows . 

DR . ZYME 
Hellllp! Oaf! 

VIPER IVO) 
I want to do a little 
experimenting . 

CLOSE - DR . VIPER 

Evil snake-eyes glittering . 

VIPER (CONTI 
. in the biology lab~ ( EVIL 

LAUGH) 

DISSOLVE TC , 

INT. BIOLOGY LAB/CLOSE ON MOSQUITC JAR 

As we see Viper's MUTATED ARM thrust into a jar (labeled : 
MOSQUITOES) of BUZZING MOSQUITOES . We see a half dozen land 
and start drinking from the pustule covered arm . 
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I VIPER (VOi 
Drink up. Bet you bugs have 
nevet tasted .. . 

\\'IDEN SHOT to see Dr. Zyme is tied up LO a chaii: , watching 
tins uoly display. 

VIPER (CONTI 
... a walking mutation before . 

DR . ZYME 
What are you doing, Purvis? 

B.;CK TO VIPER - WITH JAR IN FOREGROUND 

As Viper shakes his arm and the bloated mosquitoes BUZZ OFF 
(still in the jar,) Viper withdraws his arm and moves o s . 

VIPER 
The name is Viper! 

,;.;\JG:...E - L.;B T.;BLE/ON JAR OF FULL BLACK WASPS 

As D::. \'iper plunges his ugly arm into a jar (labeled : 

17 

K::::...:...ER ·,.;_:.._sPS) of six BUZZING BLACK WASPS, who start to sting 

VIPER (CONT) 
.=md I'm going to need some 
allies if I intend to take over 
Megakat City. 

;: :::.:.. ·:-.-,, :w1st1ng in his chair 

DR . ZYME 
You're crazy ! 

':":":E y,.,·.:, INSECT JJI.RS 

·.-:e ,;ee D1 . ".'iper LEAN IN to grin in at the BUZZING bugs . 

VIPER 
·de' 11 see about that! Now that 
these insects have my mutagen in 
their systems . 

· ·.-:::;s:: iWY'l"' tc see Viper holding several KATALYST BEAKERS 
f;~CJ.ri-:ed Y6: in his hands . He pours them into the two jars. 
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I 
INT. MORGUE 

VIPER (CONTI 
... let's see how big I can make 
them before the Mayor gets here . 
(EVIL LAUGH) 

DISSOLVE TO : 

We see Commander Feral looking at the trashed morgue . The 
slab Purvis was on is bent and twisted. There are some 
SLIMY TRACES from Viper's tail . An ENFORCER SERGEANT 
approaches Feral. 

FERAL 
Did you get a nything out of the 
attendant? 

SERGEANT 
No, sir . He's still in shock . 

FERAL 
That's just great . (grumbling) 
Keep looking . I want that body 
found . 

SERGEANT 
Yessir . 

EXT. MORGUE - ALLEYWAY - DAWN 
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Feral opens a door and enters the alleyway . He walks toward 
his Enforcer car . 

FERAL 
(grumbling) 

What a way to start the day. 

LOW ANGLE - DRAIN COVER 

As Feral' s boots WALK OVER IT, it RATTLES . HOLD A BEAT as 
Feral LEANS IN and picks up the drain cover . There ' s some 
VIPER SLIME on it . 

FERAL (CONTI 
Same crud that was in the 
morgue . (calls o.s.) Sergeant! 
Get some flashlights! 

SERGEANT I VO I 
Yes sir! 

DISSOLVE TO , 
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I EXT. MEGAKAT BIOCHEMICAL - MORNING 

We see Callie's car at the curb as she (yawning) and Manx 
(in his golf outfit) approach the front door. 

MANX 
Come, Callie ! The faster we get 
this over with . 

INT. LOBBY - MORNING 

As the lobby doors HISS open, Manx and Callie ENTER , past 
the dozing Security Guard, Smitty, who's fallen asleep , 
mouth open, with his comic book on his chest 

INT. HALLWAY 

MANX (CONTI 
... the faster I can tee off . 

CALLIE 
(YAWNS as she passes the 
security guard) Tight security. 

With a PING, the elevator doors open as Callie and Manx 
emerge 

ANGLE - TOP SECRET LAB DOOR 

As Callie and Manx approach . The door's ajar . 

MANX 
Dr . Zyme? 

INT. LAB - OTS MANX AND CALLIE 

As they enter, we see a HUGE HONEYCOMBED WASP NEST in the 
room. Dr . Zyme is a paralyzed captive in one of the cells . 
He does not speak, but looks helplessly at our duo , with 
wide-eyed shock . 

ON CALLIE AND MANX 

They REACT, aghast . 

MANX 
(GASPS) What the. 

Behind them, we see Viper's tail SLAM the door behind them . 
Our duo whirl. 

VIPER 
Dr. Zyme is a little indisposed 
at the moment! 
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1.."'TS \'!PER ON CALLIE AND MANX 

Callie points at Viper. 

CALLIE 
{GASPS) Who ... or what .. . are you? 

REVERSE ANGLE - ON VIPER 

He grins evilly, pointing at our duo as he moves to ward a 
lab table where we see some bubbling beakers . 

WIDE - l"Ll\NX 

VIPER 
I used to be Dr . Purvissss ... but 
now you can call me Dr . Viper ! 
And I'm going to turn you both 
into mutationsss like me ! 

He breaks and runs for the door . 

MANX 
I-I'm late for my golf game ~ 

Manx throws open the door as a GIANT MOSQUITO BUZZES IN 
toward him . 

MANX (CONTI 
Yaaah ! 

DR,c:. .. ,t_:1.TIC .i\NGLE - CALLIE AND MANX - OTS THE MOSQUITO AND 
•,::::PER 

:-:anx hides behind Callie as the duo back away from the 
BUZZING insect . PUSH IN on Callie, as she fumbles in her 
purse . 

VIPER (VO) 
There's no escape , Mayor ! 

CLOSE - CALLIE'S HAND - IN HER PURSE 

Her hand searches for the Swat Kats COMMUNIC.Z\TOR. 

VIPER (CONTI (VO) 
The mosquito ' s paralyzing 
fluid . 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - OTS CALLIE AND MANX - ON MOSQUITO 
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.A.s it SHOOTS A SPRAY of GLOPPY FLUID toward Manx and Callie, 
driving them backward TOWARD CAMERA. 
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I 
VIPER (CONTI (VOi 

... will render you helplesss ! 

ON 1'~,\NX ANt 1 -.ALLIE 

COVl't·ed \,·ith GLOP, Manx and Callie are on the ground , their 
arm$ and legs starting to contort, locking up . 

MANX 
Can ' t ... move . 

CLOSE - INSIDE CALLIE 'S PURSE 

,;s her fingers twitch into immobility, she manages to hit 
the RED BUTTON of the Swat Kat COMMUNICATOR , as we. 

CUT TO, 

INT. SWAT KATS HANGAR/ON REFLEX ROOM EXIT 

T-Bone wearily emerges from the Reflex Room door , as Razor 
tallows, Y.'\WNING 

T-BONE 
Four out of seven, buddy? 

RAZOR 
(Y.:\WNS) Aw, c'mon T-Bone ! 

':, 1e·ve been at this all night . 

s,:drier.ly HEAR the Swat Kats ALARM. Our duo REACT to the 
.idng RED light on the wall nearby. They exchange 

f;;;i . 

RAZOR/T-BONE ( IN UNISON) 
Callie 's in trouble~ 

They race off, as we . 

DISSOLVE TO , 

HJ':' . TOP SECRET L.ll.B - ON DR. VI PER 

!1~ 's mixing up some chemicals at his lab table . 

VIPER 
This new batch of Viper Mutagen 
will be ready shortly. 

·11.per .1.ooks o . s. as we PAN IN THAT DIRECTION to the three 
serJarate honeycomb/wasp nest cells, where the paralyzed 
l·'.ar-.x, Zyme and Callie are imprisoned 
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VIPER (CONTI (VOi 
... and then you three will be 
like me! ( EVIL LAUGH!) 

EXT. MEGAKAT BIOCHEMICAL - DAY /ON ROOF 

As the Turbokat, in HOVER MODE, lands on the building ' s 
roof. PAN DOWN to the street below where we see the manhole 
cover RISE UP in the FOREGROUND as Feral, holding a 
flash! ight, peers out . 

WIDE - ROOF 

FERAL 
Well, well . Megakat Bio
chemical . So this is where the 
slime trail ends ! 

The Turbokat, cockpit open, is in the background . T-Bone 
and Razor are moving toward a large ventilation unit . PUSH 
IN as we HEAR BEEPING . 

ON RAZOR - LOOKING AT HIS WRIST MONITOR 

The BEEPING is coming from his monitor screen as we see a 
SCHEM.~TIC of the building with a BLINKING RED DOT for 
Callie's location . 

RAZOR 
Callie's signal is coming from 
the fifteenth floor. 

ON T-BONE - AS HE RIPS THE VENTILATION COVER OFF 

T-Bone looks in . 

DRAMATIC UP ANGLE ON SWAT KATS - FROM INTERIOR OF VENT SHAFT 

Our duo looks down AT CAMERA. 

T-BONE 
This ventilation shaft should 
get us there pronto . 

INT. ELEVATOR - DRAMATIC DOWN SHOT ON FERAL, SMITTY, 
ENFORCERS 

Feral and his two men ( including the Sergeant) have their 
weapons drawn .. . and cock them . Smitty looks on nervously . 

FERAL 
Be ready for anything, men! 
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INT. 15TH FLOOR HALLWAY 

As the elevator doors open, Feral and his men emerge just as 
the Swat Kats CRASH out of a wall vent , Glovatri x es dra wn . 
They land with a THUD. The t wo groups REACT to each other . 

FERAL 
What are y ou clowns doing here? 

Suddenly there's an o . s . BUZZING, everyone whirls . 

THEIR POV 

A group of GIANT MOSQUITOES BUZZES TOWARD CAMERA , SP RAYI NG 
the paralyzing GLOP . 

ON THE SWAT KATS 

They dive out of the GLOPS way ... just in time. 

ON FERAL AND HIS MEN 

Feral BLASTS with his weapon , just as he and his Enforcers 
get SLIMED! They are driven backwards . 

ON SMITTY - IN ELEVATOR 

Frantic, the guard pushes the button and the door 
closes .. just as a MOSQUITO PROBOSCIS jams between the doo r s 
and SPL.;Ts him . 

ON FERAL 

As he goes into twitching paralysis, dropping his weapon . 

FERAL 
Can't move! 

OTS MOSQUITOES - FOLLOWING T-BONE AND RAZOR 

Our heroes run around a corner just as PAR.ll.LYZING SPRAY 
SPLATS the wall where they were . 

RAZOR 
If that bug crud hits us, we're 
goners! 

ON T-BONE - MOVING 

He jumps and flips to avoid the SPRAY and points his MULTI
TURBOBLADE LAUNCHER ( See "Destructive Nature" from ' 93) 
upward to FIRE . (See Tremblays drawing . ) 
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I 
DRAMATIC ANGLE THE MOSQUITOES AND CEILING 

The MOS UITOES a1:e still coming, SPRAYING, as the 
tuL·boblades CUT a big hole in the ceiling. The huge pieces 
falls onto the flying bugs, SPLATTING them . (See Tremblays 
drawing.} 

ON THE SWAT KATS 

T-Bone grins. 

T-BONE 
Better than a fly swatter! 

Suddenly the duo REACT to LOUDER BUZZING. 

THEIR POV 

As a sw.n.RM of GIANT BLACK WASPS ZOOMS TOWARD CAMERA . SHARP 
STINGERS are launched . 

RAZOR (VO) 
Got anything to handle wasps?! 

DRAMATIC .Z\NGLE - SWAT KATS 

They SNAP out their Glovatrix shields as several stinger 
stick into them . More stingers fly in to impale the walls, 
ceiling and floor, as the Swat Kats duck and dodge down the 
hallway 

T-BONE 
Yeah! Our Delta Bak Paks ! 

EXT. MEGAKAT BIOCHEMICAL - DAY /ON WINDOW 

As the Swat Kats CRASH out of the upper window , their BAK
PAKS IGNITE and WHOOSH them off . A BEAT and the Black Wasps 
ZOOM out after them, in formation 

INT. TOP SECRET LAB 

Viper pours some more bubbling chemicals into his beaker . 

VIPER 
Sounds like my mutant forces are 
busy ... but no matter! My work 
here is almost done. 
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PAN OVER to the terrified Manx and worried Callie , as we CUT 
TO , 
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I 
EXT. SKIES OVER MEGAKAT CITY MOVING WITH SWAT KATS 

They swoop and dive between buildings as WASP STINGERS 
WHOOSH at them, CRASHING through windo ws . 

OTS BLACK \vASPS - MOVING TO\vARD SWAT KATS 

They LAUNCH more STINGERS . 

ON T- BONE AND RAZOR 

As two STINGERS THUMP into the BAK-PAKS, we see FUEL start 
leaking. Our duo REACT. 

T-BONE 
Crud ! Our fuel lines are hit ! 

ON RAZOR - LOOKING AT FUEL GAUGE ON HIS FLIGHT SUIT 

It's registering the drop in fuel . 

RAZOR 
We've gotta do something fast ! 

OTS SWAT KATS - ZOOMING TOWARD MEGAKAT REFINERY 

Razor points ahead . 

RAZOR (CONTI 
I• ve got a plan ! Head for the 
refinery . 

WIDE - THE REFINERY 

. .i.s the Swat Kats ZOOM toward it, with the wasps ZOOMING 
behind. 

T-BONE 
I don't think those overgrown 
wasps are gonna let us stop for 
a fill up, buddy! 

RAZOR 
Just follow my lead, T-Bone ! 

ANGLE - BETWEEN THE TANKS 

f..s the Swat Kats ZOOM between the tanks, the Wasp STINGERS 
VffiOOSH IN and puncture the tanks . GAS SPRAYS OUT as the 
Swat Kats ZOOM OFF . 
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I 
ON THE Sl;AT KATS 

As they turn in mid-air we see EYE-SIGHTS move up from their 
Bak - Paks. The duo sight through them as missile LAUNCHERS 
WHIR up f1:om the Bak-Paks . 

RAZOR 
This oughta take the sting outta 
their tails ! 

ON FORMATION OF WASPS - THROUGH GRID SIGHTS 

We see the Wasps ZOOMING TOWARD CAMERA, approaching between 
the two leaking tanks . They LAUNCH a barrage of stingers . 

RAZOR (CONTI (VOi 
Launch mini-match head missiles ! 

DRAMATIC POSE - SWAT KATS 

The mini-MATCH-HEAD MISSILES WHOOSH from the Bak-Paks, 
IGNITING as they ZOOM TOWARD AND OVER CAMERA . 

OTS MATCH-HEAD MISSILES - TRACKING TOWARD WASPS 

As the MISSILES reach the gas-soaked Wasps, there's a huge 
EXPLOSION! Wasps and REFINERY TANKS go up with a KA-BOOM! 

RAZOR (VO) 
Bingo ! 

INT. TOP SECRET LAB 

.:i.s Viper approaches Callie's cell with the beaker of Viper 
mutagen . 

VIPER 
Ladies first . 

Suddenly there ' s a LOUD CRASH, as Viper whirls . His tail 
WHIPS around . 

DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE SWAT KATS 

They've crashed through the wall of the lab, Glovatri xes 
pointed. Viper's tail WHIZZES IN and knocks Razor's feet 
out from under him . He slams into T-Bone. 

T-BONE/RAZOR 
Ooof ! 

VIPER 
You' re too late, Ssswat Katss ! 
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.:'\.NGLE DR. V !PER AND CALLIE 

He's got Callie in his tail grip and he's tilting the beaker 
ot glop. 

ONT-BONE SPRAWLED ON FLOOR 

He REACTS with a yell, FIRING off the Turbo-boomerang . 

T-BONE 
Nooooo! 

TRACKING WITH THE TURBO-BOOMERANG 

It WHOOSHES past the cell (knocking off part of the 
honeycomb and Manx' s toupee l then KNOCKS the beaker of 
mutagen out of Viper's cla w . 

. i\NGLE - A W.h.LL 

As the beaker CRASHES against it . 

BACK TO VI PER 

He angrily tosses Callie away as he charges TOWARD CAMERA, 
claws waving . 

VIPER 
I'll teach you fools to meddle 
with Dr . Viper ! 

OTS VIPER - MOVING TOWARD SPRAWLED SWAT KATS 

They dramatically point their Glovatrixes and fire twin 
MINI-OCTOPUS MISSILES at Viper . The missiles open and SMASH 
him backwards with such force . 

ON LAB WALL 

... that Viper CRASHES through the wall. We see daylight 
outside. 

VI PER I ECHOING I 
Yaaaaaah ! 

EXT. WALL OF MEGAKAT BIOCHEMICAL 

There's an o. s. CRASH as the Swat Kats peer out of the hole . 
Callie joins them, moving a little stiffly . 

DRAMATIC 00\'JN SHOT - THE STREET AND MANHOLE COVER 

The scattered wreckage of the missiles is near the open 
manhole cover, but all we see of Viper is his tail 
disappearing down the hole . 
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VIPER (VO) 
You haven't seen Lhe lasssst of 
Dr . Viper! 

1..'N THE H,1LE IN LAB WINDOW 

Callie rubs her stiff arms as T-Bone says: 

T-Bone turns . 

T-BONE 
Are you okay, Ms. Briggs? 

CALLIE 
Fine. Thanks to you . 

RAZOR (VO) 
Hey, T-Bone 

~IS Ff'II" CJ ?.:..zoR - IN L.Zl,,B 

:-.·::.s::h a big grin, Razor holds up the fallen turbo
boomerang .. . and Manx' s toupee 

RAZOR (CONTI 
... at least your aim is 
improving . 

:ni::::ed r-:ayor Manx ENTERS SHOT stiffly to grab his toupee 
a:1d slap i c. back on his head, crooked, as we . 

FADE OUT : 
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